Review Men's 94kg
· Sohrab Moradi (IRI) followed in the footsteps of compatriot Kouroush Bagheri (IRI) by winning world
titles in the men's 94kg event.

· Bagheri won the Snatch and Total world titles in 2001.
· Moradi became the third man to win all three world titles in this weight class in one year, after
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Akakios Kakiasvilis (GRE) in 1999 and Alexandr Ivanov (RUS) in 2013 (since the introduction of the
current weight categories).
These were the first world titles for Iran at these world championships.
Moradi broke the world records in the Clean & Jerk and Total. He already had the world record in the
Total and is now the first man to have broken this world record twice.
Fares Ibrahim Elbakh (QAT) claimed silver in the Clean & Jerk, becoming the first Qatari to win a world
championships medal in 10 years, after Jaber Saeed Salem (QAT) took bronze (Total) and silver (Clean
& Jerk) in the men's +105kg.
Farkhodbek Sobirov (UZB) grabbed silver in the Snatch and became the second Uzbek to win a medal in
the men's 94kg weight class after Ruslan Nurudinov (UZB) who claimed silver in the Clean & Jerk in 2011.
Aurimas Didzbalis (LTU) claimed silver in the Total and bronze in the Snatch and has now won five
medals in this weight class, in three different years (2014, 2015 and 2017).
Seyedayoob Mousavijarahi (IRI) took bronze in both the Total and Clean & Jerk, giving Iran its fourth
and fifth medal in the 94kg events this year.
Iran only won five world championships medals in one year in the +105kg event, winning six in 2011.
Only Kazakhstan has won more than five world championships medals in the 94kg event in one year
before, six in 2013 and six in 2014.
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